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Abstract. We present Deep Start, a new algorithm for automated performance 
diagnosis that uses stack sampling to augment our search-based automated 
performance diagnosis strategy. Our hybrid approach locates performance 
problems more quickly and finds problems hidden from a more straightforward 
search strategy. Deep Start uses stack samples collected as a by-product of 
normal search instrumentation to find deep starters, functions that are likely to 
be application bottlenecks. Deep starters are examined early during a search to 
improve the likelihood of finding performance problems quickly.We 
implemented the Deep Start algorithm in the Performance Consultant, 
Paradyn’s automated bottleneck detection component. Deep Start found half of 
our test applications’ known bottlenecks 32% to 59% faster than the 
Performance Consultant’s current call graphbased search strategy, and finished 
finding bottlenecks 10% to 61% faster. In addition to improving search time, 
Deep Start often found more bottlenecks than the call graph search strategy. 

1   Introduction 

Automated search is an effective strategy for finding application performance 
problems [7,10,13,14]. With an automated search tool, the user need not be a 
performance analysis expert to find application performance problems because the 
expertise is embodied in the tool. Automated search tools benefit from the use of 
structural information about the application under study such as its call graph [4] and 
by pruning and prioritizing the search space based on the application’s behavior 
during previous runs [12]. To attack the problem of scalability with respect to 
application code size, we have developed Deep Start, a new algorithm that uses 
sampling [1,2,8] to augment automated search. Our hybrid approach substantially 
improves search effectiveness by locating performance problems more quickly and by 
locating performance problems hidden from a more straightforward search strategy. 
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We have implemented the Deep Start algorithm in the Performance Consultant, the 
automated bottleneck detection component of the Paradyn performance tool [13].   

To search for application performance problems, the Performance Consultant  
(hereafter called the PC) performs experiments that test the application’s behavior. 
Each experiment is based on a hypothesis about a potential performance problem. For 
example, an experiment might use a hypothesis like “the application is spending too 
much time on blocking message passing operations.” Each experiment also reflects a 
focus. A focus names a set of application resources such as a collection of functions, 
processes, or semaphores. For each of its experiments, the PC uses dynamic 
instrumentation [11] to collect the performance data it needs to evaluate whether the 
experiment’s hypothesis is true for its focus. The PC compares the performance data 
it collects against user-configurable thresholds to decide whether an experiment’s 
hypothesis is true. At the start of its search, the PC creates experiments that test the 
application’s overall behavior. If an experiment is true (i.e., its hypothesis is true at its 
focus), the PC refines its search by creating one or more new experiments that are 
more specific than the original experiment. The new experiments may have a more 
specific hypothesis or a more specific focus than the original experiment. The PC 
monitors the cost of the instrumentation generated by its experiments, and respects a 
user-configurable cost threshold to avoid excessive intrusion on the application. Thus, 
as the PC refines its search, it puts new experiments on a queue of pending 
experiments. It activates (inserts instrumentation for) as many experiments from the 
queue as it can without exceeding the cost threshold. Also, each experiment is 
assigned a priority that influences the order which experiments are removed from the 
queue. 

A search path is a sequence of experiments related by refinement. The PC prunes a 
search path when it cannot refine the newest experiment on the path, either because 
the experiment was false or because the PC cannot create a more specific hypothesis 
or focus. The PC uses a Search History Graph display (see Fig. 1) to record the 
cumulative refinements of a search. This display is dynamic—nodes are added as the 
PC refines its search. The display provides a mechanism for users to obtain 
information about the state of each experiment such as its hypothesis and focus, 
whether it is currently active (i.e., the PC is collecting data for the experiment), and 
whether the experiment’s data has proven the experiment’s hypothesis to be true, 
false, or not yet known.  

The Deep Start search algorithm augments the PC’s current call-graph-based 
search strategy with stack sampling. The PC’s current search strategy [4] uses the 
application’s call graph to guide refinement. For example, if it has found that an MPI 
application is spending too much time sending messages, the PC starts at the main 
function and tries to refine its search to form experiments that test the functions that 
main calls. If a function’s experiment tests true, the search continues with its callees. 
Deep Start augments this strategy with stack samples collected as a by-product of 
normal search instrumentation. Deep Start uses its stack samples to guide the search 
quickly to performance problems. When Deep Start refines its search to examine 
individual functions, it directs the search to focus on functions that appear frequently 
in its stack samples. Because these functions are long-running or are called 
frequently, they are likely to be the application’s performance bottlenecks. 

Deep Start is more efficient than the current PC search strategy. Using stack 
samples, Deep Start can “skip ahead” through the search space early in the search. 
This ability allows Deep Start to detect performance problems more quickly than the 
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current call graph-based strategy. Due to the statistical nature of sampling and 
because some types of performance problems such as excessive blocking for 
synchronization are not necessarily indicated by functions frequently on the call stack, 
Deep Start also incorporates a call-graph based search as a background task.  

Deep Start is able to find performance problems hidden from the current strategy. 
For example, consider the portion of an application’s call graph shown in Fig. 2. If A 
is a bottleneck but B, C, and D are not, the call graph strategy will not consider E 
even though E may be a significant bottleneck. Although the statistical nature of 
sampling does not guarantee that E will be considered by the Deep Start algorithm, if 
it occurs frequently in the stack samples Deep Start will examine it regardless of the 
behavior of B, C, and D. 

 
 

 

Fig. 2. A part of an application’s call graph. Under the Performance Consultant’s call 
graphbased search, if B, C, and D are not bottlenecks, E will not be examined. In contrast, the 
Deep Start algorithm will examine E if it appears frequently in the collected stack samples C E 
A B D  

 

 

Fig. 1. The Performance Consultant’s Search History Graph display 
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2   The Deep Start Search Algorithm 

Deep Start uses stack samples collected as a by-product of dynamic instrumentation 
to guide its search. Paradyn daemons perform a stack walk when they insert 
instrumentation; this stack walk checks whether it is safe to insert instrumentation 
code into the ap- plication’s processes. Under the Deep Start algorithm, the PC 
collects these stack samples and analyzes them to find deep starters—functions that 
appear frequently in the samples and thus are likely to be application bottlenecks. It 
creates experiments to examine the deep starters with high priority so that they will be 
given preference when the PC activates new experiments. 

2.1 Selecting Deep Starters 

If an experiment tests true and was examining a Code resource (i.e., an application or 
library function), the PC triggers its deep starter selection algorithm. The PC collects 
stack samples from each of the Paradyn daemons and uses the samples to update its 
function count graph. A function count graph records the number of times each 
function appears in the stack samples. It also reflects the call relationships between 
functions as indicated in the stack samples. Nodes in the graph represent functions of 
the application and edges represent a call relationship between two functions. Each 
node holds a count of the number of times the function was observed in the stack 
samples. For instance, assume the PC collects the stack samples shown in Fig. 3 (a) 
(where x→y denotes that function x called function y). Fig. 3 (b) shows the function 
count graph resulting from these samples. In the figure, node labels indicate the 
function and its count. Once the PC has updated the function count graph with the 
latest stack sample information, it traverses the graph to find functions whose 
frequency is higher than a user-configurable deep starter threshold. This threshold is 
expressed as a percentage of the total number of stack samples collected.   

In reality, the PC’s function count graph is slightly more complicated than the 
graph shown in Fig. 3. One of the strengths of the PC is its ability to examine 
application behavior at per-host and per-process granularity. Deep Start keeps global, 
per-host, and per-process function counts to enable more fine-grained deep starter 
selections. For example, if the PC has refined the experiments in a search path to 
examine process 1342 on host cham.cs.wisc.edu, Deep Start will only use 
function counts from that process’ stack samples when selecting deep starters to add 
to the search path. To enable fine-grained deep starter selections, each function count 

 

Fig. 3. A set of stack samples (a) and the resulting function count graph (b) 
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graph node maintains a tree of counts as shown in Fig. 4. The root of each node’s 
count-tree indicates the number of times the node’s function was seen in all stack 
samples. Subsequent levels of the counttree indicate the number of times the function 
was observed in stack samples for specific hosts and specific processes. With count-
trees in the function count graph, Deep Start can make per-host and per-process deep 
starter selections 

 

 

Fig. 4. A function count graph node with count-tree 

As Deep Start traverses the function count graph, it may find connected subgraphs 
whose nodes’ function counts are all above the deep starter threshold. In this case, 
Deep Start selects the function for the deepest node in the subgraph (i.e., the node 
furthest from the function count graph root) as the deep starter. Given the PC’s call-
graph-based refinement scheme when examining application code, the deepest node’s 
function in an above-threshold subgraph is the most specific potential bottleneck for 
the subgraph and is thus the best choice as a deep starter. 

2.2 Adding Deep Starters 

Once a deep starter function is selected, the PC creates an experiment for the deep 
starter and adds it to its search. The experiment E whose refinement triggered the 
deep starter selection algorithm determines the nature of the deep starter’s 
experiment. The deep starter experiment uses the same hypothesis and focus as E, 
except that the portion of E’s focus that specifies code resources is replaced with the 
deep starter function. For example, assume the experiment E is 
 

hypothesis: CPU bound  
focus: < /Code/om3.c/main, /Machine/c2-047/om3{1374} >   
 

(that is, it examines whether the inclusive CPU utilization of the function main in 
process 1374 on host c2-047 is above the “CPU bound” threshold). If the PC selects 
time_step as a deep starter after refining E, the deep starter experiment will be 
 

hypothesis: CPU bound  
focus: < /Code/om3.c/time_step, /Machine/c2-047/om3{1374} >.   
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Also, Deep Start assigns a high priority to deep starter experiments so that they are 
given precedence when the PC activates experiments from its pending queue.  

With the PC’s current call-graph-based search strategy, the PC’s search history 
graph reflects the application’s call graph when the PC is searching through the appli- 
cation’s code. Deep Start retains this behavior by creating as many connecting 
experiments as necessary to connect the deep starter experiment to some other 
experiment already in the search history graph. For example, in the search history 
graph in Fig. 1 the PC chose p_makeMG as a deep starter and added connecting 
experiments for functions a_anneal, a_neighbor, and p_isvalid. Deep Start uses 
its function count graph to identify connecting experiments for a deep starter 
experiment. Deep Start gives medium priority to the connecting experiments so that 
they have preference over the background call-graph search but not over the deep 
starter experiments. 

3   Evaluation 

To evaluate the Deep Start search algorithm, we modified the PC to search using 
either the Deep Start or the current call graph-based search strategy. We investigated 
the sensitivity of Deep Start to the deep starter threshold, and chose a threshold for 
use in our remaining experiments. We then compared the behavior of both strategies 
while searching for performance problems in several scientific applications. Our 
results show that Deep Start finds bottlenecks more quickly and often finds more 
bottlenecks than the call-graph-based strategy.   

During our experimentation, we wanted to determine whether one search strategy 
performed “better” than the other. To do this, we borrow the concept of utility from 
consumer choice theory in microeconomics [15] to reflect a user’s preferences. We 
chose a utility function where t is the elapsed time since the beginning of a search. 
This function captures the idea that users prefer to obtain results earlier in a search. 
For a given search, we weight each bottleneck found by U and sum the weighted 
values to obtain a single value that quantifies the search. When comparing two 
searches with this utility function, the one with the smallest absolute value is better. 

3.1 Experimental Environment 

We performed our experiments on two sequential and two MPI-based scientific 
applications (see Table 1). The MPI applications were built using MPICH [9], version 
1.2.2. Our PC modifications were made to Paradyn version 3.2. For all experiments, 
we ran the Paradyn front-end process on a lightly-loaded Sun Microsystems Ultra 10 
system with a 440 MHz Ultra SPARC IIi processor and 256 MB RAM. We ran the 
sequential applications on another Sun Ultra 10 system on the same LAN. We ran the 
MPI applications as eight processes on four nodes of an Intel x86 cluster running 
Linux, kernel version 2.2.19. Each node contains two 933 MHz Pentium III 
processors and 1 GB RAM. The cluster nodes are connected by a 100 Mb Ethernet 
switch. 
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Table 1. Characteristics of the applications used to evaluate Deep Start 

 

3.2 Deep Start Threshold Sensitivity 

We began by investigating the sensitivity of Deep Start to changes in the deep starter 
threshold (see Sect. 2.1). For one sequential (ALARA) and one parallel application 
(om3), we observed the PC’s behavior during searches with thresholds 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 
and 0.8. We performed five searches per threshold with both applications. We 
observed that smaller thresholds gave better results for the parallel application. 
Although the 0.4 threshold gave slightly better results for the sequential application, 
the difference between Deep Start’s behavior with thresholds of 0.2 and 0.4 was 
small. Therefore, we decided to use 0.2 as the deep starter threshold for our 
experiments comparing the Deep Start and the call graph search strategy. 

3.3 Comparison of Deep Start and Call Graph Strategy 

Once we found a suitable deep starter threshold, we performed experiments to 
compare Deep Start with the PC’s existing call graph search strategy. For each of our 
test applications, we observed the behavior of ten PC searches, five using Deep Start 
and five using the call graph strategy. Fig. 5 shows search profiles for both Deep Start 
and call graph search strategies for each of our test applications. These charts relate 
the bottlenecks found by a search strategy with the time they were found. The charts 
show the cumulative number of bottlenecks found as a percentage of the total number 
of known bottlenecks for the application. Each curve in the figure shows the average 
time over five runs to find a specific percentage of an application’s known 
bottlenecks. Range bars are used to indicate the minimum and maximum time each 
search strategy needed to find a specific percentage across all five runs. In this type of 
chart, a steeper curve is better because it indicates that bottlenecks were found earlier 
and more rapidly in a search. Table 2 summarizes the results of these experiments for 
each of our test applications, showing the average number of experiments attempted, 
bottlenecks found, and weighted sum for comparison between the two search 
strategies. 
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For each application, Deep Start found bottlenecks more quickly than the current 
call graph search strategy as evidenced by the average weighted sums in Table 2 and 
the relative slopes of the curves in Fig. 5. Across all applications, Deep Start found 
half of the total known bottlenecks an average of 32% to 59% faster than the call 
graph startegy. Deep Start found all bottlenecks in its search an average of 10% to 
61% faster than the call graph strategy. Although Table 2 shows that Deep Start 
tended to perform more experiments than the call graph search strategy, Deep Start 
found more bottlenecks when the call graph strategy found fewer than 100% of the 
known bottlenecks. Our results show that Deep Start finds bottlenecks more quickly 
and may find more bottlenecks than the current call graph search strategy. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Profiles for Deep Start and call graph searches on (a) ALARA, (b) DRACO, (c) om3, 
and (d) su3_rmd. Each curve represents the average time taken over five runs to find a specific 
percentage of the application’s total known bottlenecks. The range bars indicate the best and 
worst time taken to find each percentage across the five runs  
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4   Related Work 

Whereas Deep Start uses stack sampling to enhance its normal search behavior, 
several tools use sampling as their primary source of application performance data. 
Most UNIX distributions include the prof and gprof [8] profiling tools for performing 
flat and call graph-based profiles, respectively. Quartz [2] addressed the shortcomings 
of prof and gprof for parallel applications running on shared memory multiprocessors. 
ProfileMe [1] uses program counter sampling in DCPI to obtain low-level information 
about instructions executing on in-order Alpha [5] processors. Recognizing the 
limitations of the DCPI approach for out-of-order processors, Dean et al. [6] designed 
hardware support for obtaining accurate instruction profile information from these 
types of processors. Each of these projects use program counter sampling as its 
primary technique for obtaining information about the application under study. In 
contrast, Deep Start collects samples of the entire execution stack. Sampling the entire 
stack instead of just the program counter allows Deep Start to observe the 
application’s call sequence at the time of the sample and to incorporate this 
information into its function count graph. Also, although our approach leverages the 
advantages of sampling to augment automated search, sampling is not sufficient for 
replacing the search. Sampling is inappropriate for obtaining certain types of 
performance information such as inclusive CPU utilization and wall clock time, 
limiting its attractiveness as the only source of performance data. Deep Start leverages 
the advantages of both sampling and search in the same automated performance 
diagnosis tool.   

Most introductory artificial intelligence texts (e.g., [16]) describe heuristics for 
reducing the time required for a search through a problem state space. One heuristic 
involves starting the search as close as possible to a goal state. We adapted this idea 
for Deep Start, using stack sample data to select deep starters that are close to the goal 
states in our problem domain—the bottlenecks of the application under study. Like 
the usual situation for an artificial intelligence problem search, one of our goals for 
Deep Start is to reduce the time required to find solutions (i.e., application 
bottlenecks). In contrast to the usual artificial intelligence search that stops when the 
first solution is found, Deep Start should find as many “solutions” as possible. 

The goal of our Deep Start research is to improve the behavior of search-based 
automated performance diagnosis tools. The APART working group [3] provides a 
forum for discussing tools that automate some or all of the performance analysis 
process, including some that search through a problem space like Paradyn’s 
Performance Consultant. For example, Poirot [10] uses heuristic classification as a 
control strategy to guide an automated search for performance problems. FINESSE 
[14] supports a form of search refinement across a sequence of application runs to 
provide performance diagnosis functionality. Search-based automated performance 
diagnosis tools like these should benefit from the Deep Start approach if they have 
low-cost access to information that allows them to “skip ahead” in their search space. 
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Table 2. Summary of Deep Start/Call Graph comparison experiments. “Total Known 
Bottlenecks” is the number of unique bottlenecks observed during any search on the 
application, regardless of search type and deep starter threshold 
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